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85%

75%

teaching and learning will be
more efficient
better communication and
collaboration between
students and teachers
less time to achieve similar or
even better results (in
comparison to F2F)
students are more interested
in learning when technology is
involved
technology-driven education
opens completely new
possibilities
costs savings (paper, travel,
buildings, …)
students can join classes from
anywhere (remote/e-Learning)

PROS

Yes, all teachers responded that
they know what artificial
intelligence is and they were
able to provide some examples.

Do you know what AI is?

Most of teachers confirmed that
they don’t feel their schools
encourage or support them to use
AI-related tools and system for
teaching and learning processes. 

Does the school support AI
tools for teaching?

Pros and cons of technology-driven
education

85%

Almost all teachers know what
technologies contribute to AI: Big Data,
Machine Learing, Deep Learning, Neural
Networks, 5G, face recognition, Alexa,
Siri, self-driving autonomous cars.

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?

smartAInnovators
Promoting AI-driven digital Transformation and
innovation in VET Schools for social change and
better Skills match with the labour market.

VET Trainers

The answer was yes and all fully
agreed. They confirmed AI will turn
teaching into more attractive for
students and AI will support teachers
with repetitive tasks. 

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower VET students?

less social interactions (in case
of remote/e-Learning)
using technology may be
challenging for some teachers
and students
not all students and teachers
are equipped (yet) with
necessary HW/SW
less teachers will be necessary
in case of “automation” of
education
teachers have also highlighted
dehumanization of AI-based
education

CONS
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40%

80%

How to work with
computer/laptop/tablet.
How to use Office
applications (including
cloud based).
How to access and use
Internet.
How to do online shopping.

Most students confirmed they
know what AI is. They express their
AI awareness giving some examples
even from entertainment (eg. they
mentioned science fiction
Spilberg’s “A.I.” movie). 

Do you know what AI is?

They are aware that digital skills
including but not limited to AI-
related are expected on the labour
market.

Are you aware of the desirable
skills of the labour market?

What are your
current digital skills?

20%

For this question common answer was NO.
Single students mentioned they are aware
that AI somehow “stays behind” systems
they use (eg. Teams or Zoom) but they are
not familiar with details.

80%

85%

YES, but they don’t know details
how however they are convinced
that AI one way or another will
empower their future. they think it
will be quite near future.

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower your future?

Common “official” answer was no.
However some students show
symptoms of addiction to gaming
(eg. they spend too much time on
games, being upset without access
to computer). Students also
mentioned positive aspects of
computer games.

Do you feel addicted to
gaming?

40% of students confirmed they know
particular technologies which contribute
to artificial intelligence. They know Siri,
Alexa and Poland based chatbots.

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?
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VET Students

Have you experienced any AI
skills at school so far?
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